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Drimnatorran Forest lies adjacent to Strontian village and its surrounding crofting townships.  the trails
within FLS property connect locals with the NNR, the Strontian river, the forest and the neighbouring hills
and former lead mines.  A car park at Ariundle serves locals and visitors so that they can enjoy this 
beautiful location and the globally significant designated Oakwoods which are remnants of the Atlantic
Rainforests, renown for the bryophyte and lichen communities.  Chequered skipper butterflies and the 
Northern Emerald dragonfly are just some of the rare priority species that thrive in this location.

Public water supply catchment.  All watercourses in 
Eggadale Glen in the East side of the Strontian river,
in Ariundle and most of Ariundle plateau all affect the
drinking water supply for Strontian.

Core areas for commercial conifer production as shown in dark green outline
hatched areas in Ariundle plateau, Longrigg and Carnoch South.  The crops in
Ariundle plateau and Longrigg have reached maturity and should be felled.
Roading is required to facilitate harvesting.  Public roads on the approach to 
both areas, (shown by the red hatched lines), are narrow and quite fragile and
are acceseed by private properties.

Lodgepole pine crops are diseased and dying due to outbreak of
Dothistroma.  These areas should be prioritised for felling.

NatureScot owns and manages the Ariundle 
Oakwood NNR.  There are several mature Beech
and conifer trees within this NNR which are 
producing seeding and regeneration of these
exotic invasive species within FLS and NatureScot
SSSI/SAC designated woodland.

Local community are investigating the possibility
of purchasing the outlying Longrigg block.

SSSI/SAC designated Oakwood.  FLS
has, in recent years, removed most of 
the conifer plantation from the designated 
area.  Some isolated non-native species
remain.  Some regenaration of non-native
species is likely.

Public water supply weir located
on the Strontian river.

Large area of open hill has some
degraded habitat.

Watershed of private 
water supplies.

Phemies' Wood is designated as "Long Established Woodland".
It is mixed broadleaf and conifer woodland with a quite varied
age structure and a developing old growth ecosystem with
associated deadwood and lichen and bryophyte communities.
Some thinning work is required throughout, but especially in the 
younger conifer plantation in the summit section.

Area of small scattered conifer
woodland (within the red boundary),
on an otherwise open section of hill.
Topography makes the access to these
locations difficult.

Tom an t-Sithein - a feature of cultural importance
and local folklore.  Also a valued viewpoint.

Utilities skirt along the woodland fringes close to neighbouring
communities and public roads along the Southern section of
Drimnatorran Forest.

South Carnoch is a highly productive location for
conifer crops.  Good deep fertile soils on a South
facing aspect with excellent roading infrastructure
adjacent to "A" roads leading to the markets.

Felled areas which need to be established with
productive conifer crops.

Areas of orange depict Sitka spruce crops with 
growth rates between YC 2-8.  The upper slopes
of Carnoch Hill have peaty soils, some of which
exceed 50cm depth.

Yellow areas depict areas of Larch in pure and mixed
conifer areas.  Phytophothora Ramorum disease is
spreading through the West Region.  Need to be able to
remove these crops at short notice.  Many Larch areas
are isolated from the current forest road infrastructure.

The pink outline depicts the area described as
Eggadale Glen East.  It compromises of conifer crops
and some semi-natural woodland.  This area includes
remnants of charcoal burning.

Conifer species planted within
riparian buffers - a legacy of 
previous planting practices.

Collie Dhubh
Ancient birch woodland.
It is encompassed by
conifer crops.

The plum coloured shapes show the location
of the remaining mature conifer crop which
lies within the designated areas.  The cross
hatches areas show the location of young Sitka
spruce.  This location is annexed from the rest of
FLS property by the NNR and Strontian river,
making operations in this area difficult.Forest fencing is due an upgrade.

Browsing of native regeneration
noted in designated areas.
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